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ABSTRACT
Studies in hypertension (HTN) pharmacogenomics seek to identify genetic sources of variable antihypertensive drug response. Genetic association studies have detected single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) that link to drug responses; however, to understand mechanisms underlying how genetic traits
alter drug responses, a biological interface is needed. Patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSCs) provide a potential source for studying otherwise inaccessible tissues that may be important
to antihypertensive drug response. The present study established multiple iPSC lines from an HTN pharmacogenomics cohort. We demonstrated that established HTN iPSCs can robustly and reproducibly
differentiate into functional vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), a cell type most relevant to vasculature tone control. Moreover, a sensitive traction force microscopy assay demonstrated that iPSCderived VSMCs show a quantitative contractile response on physiological stimulus of endothelin-1.
Furthermore, the inflammatory chemokine tumor necrosis factor a induced a typical VSMC response
in iPSC-derived VSMCs. These studies pave the way for a large research initiative to decode biological
significance of identified SNPs in hypertension pharmacogenomics. STEM CELLS TRANSLATIONAL
MEDICINE 2015;4:1–11

SIGNIFICANCE
Treatment of hypertension remains suboptimal, and a pharmacogenomics approach seeks to identify
genetic biomarkers that could be used to guide treatment decisions; however, it is important to understand the biological underpinnings of genetic associations. Mouse models do not accurately recapitulate individual patient responses based on their genetics, and hypertension-relevant cells are
difficult to obtain from patients. Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology provides a great interface to bring patient cells with their genomic data into the laboratory and to study hypertensive
responses. As an initial step, the present study established an iPSC bank from patients with primary
hypertension and demonstrated an effective and reproducible method of generating functional vascular smooth muscle cells.

INTRODUCTION
Hypertension (HTN) is a major health burden in
the U.S., affecting approximately 75 million people [1]. Although numerous antihypertensive
agents are currently available, blood pressure
(BP) control remains suboptimal with, about half
of hypertensive patients experiencing uncontrolled BP [2]. In addition, a portion of these patients continue to have high BP despite the use
of three or more medications, a condition referred
to as resistant hypertension (RHTN). Poorly controlled BP can lead to serious adverse cardiovascular outcomes including coronary artery disease,

myocardial infarction, heart failure, stroke, and
renal failure [3]. Together, this presents an impetus for better recognition and management
of BP to improve cardiovascular outcomes of hypertensive patients.
Variability in BP response to nearly all prescribed antihypertensive medications exists; genetic variants in the genes regulating BP or in
the drug’s pharmacological pathway may contribute [4]. Through the identification of genetic predictors of BP response and adverse effects
to the prescribed medications, pharmacogenomics has the potential to lead to individualized treatment or precision medicine. Several
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data with iPSC technology to decode the biological significance of
GWAS-identified SNPs. iPSCs from PEAR patients were generated
and differentiated to vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs).
These cells showed functionality in both contractile and inflammatory responses to physiologically relevant signals. To our
knowledge, this study is the first to establish multiple iPSC lines
from an HTN pharmacogenomics cohort and to drive these iPSCs
toward a functional vascular phenotype. This study is a crucial initial step for advancing findings from GWASs to understand biological significance, which will increase the potential to advance
patient care in HTN and RHTN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells
PEAR [10] and PEAR2 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01203852)
study participants from the University of Florida site were invited
to participate in this study, which led to generation of iPSCs from
their samples. The study was approved by the University of Florida institutional review board and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(identifier NCT01943383). Whole blood (approximately 5 ml) was
collected in a collection tube with EDTA. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated and used for reprogramming
(supplemental online data).

Reprogramming PBMCs to iPSCs
Patient PBMCs were infected with Sendai viral vector SeVdp
(KOSM)302L encoding four reprogramming factors (Oct4, Sox2,
Klf4, and c-Myc) [21] for 2 hours at 37°C and then plated onto mitotically inactivated mouse embryonic fibroblasts in 6-well plates
at 2 3 105 cells per well. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media for the first 3 days and then in Primate ES Medium (ReproCELL, Yokohama, Japan, https://www.reprocell.com) changed
every other day. Individual iPSC clones were isolated approximately 2–3 weeks after virus infection. These were transferred
to vitronectin-coated dishes and cultured in Essential 8 Medium
(StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada, http://www.stemcell.
com) following the manufacturer’s protocols (supplemental
online data).

Differentiation of iPSCs to Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells
Several previously reported differentiation protocols [22–24]
were adapted and modified to identify the following protocol,
which yielded the highest percentage of VSMC differentiation
in a reproducible manner. In brief, following a 5-minute collagenase IV treatment, iPSC colonies were gently scraped and placed
in embryoid body (EB) media (aMEM, 20% fetal bovine serum,
0.05 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 1% nonessential amino acids,
50 ng/ml BMP4, 50 ng/ml VEGFA and 10 mM ROCK inhibitor)
[25]. iPSCs were transferred to Ultra-Low Attachment dishes
(Corning, Corning, NY, https://www.corning.com). EBs formed
for 4 days, and then EBs were transferred to collagen-coated
dishes in VSMC differentiation media composed of Media 231
(Invitrogen, Life Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, http://www.thermofisher.com), VSMC differentiation serum (Invitrogen, Life Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific),
and 10 mM ROCK inhibitor. Cells differentiated for 10 days
(supplemental online data).
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genetic polymorphisms have been replicated for their association with antihypertensive response, including functional variants in ADRB1 and NEDD4L that were studied in candidate
gene studies [5] and discoveries arising from genomewide association studies (GWASs) [6]. The effect sizes of these pharmacogenetic associations are approximately 5- to 10-fold
greater (i.e., 3–5 mm Hg per allele) than the effect sizes observed in hypertension GWASs (approximately 0.5 mm Hg
per allele) [7–9], suggesting the potential of a panel of genetic
variants that could be used to guide treatment decisions. The
Pharmacogenomic Evaluation of Antihypertensive Responses
studies (PEAR and PEAR2), conducted as part of the NIH Pharmacogenomics Research Network, have contributed some of
these findings [9–11].
In precision medicine, the ultimate goal is to identify clinically
actionable genetic variants that can guide selection of medications. Clinical use of genetic information to guide decisions requires only that the genetic association is sufficiently robust to
be predictive in the clinical setting; the biological or functional
consequences of the genetic variation need not be known. In
most of the examples of disease genetics or pharmacogenetics
for which there is clinical application, the functional mechanism
of the genetic association is understood. In addition, such information is particularly important for understanding mechanisms
underlying differential drug responses and ultimately may facilitate identification of new drug targets, both of which are additional goals of pharmacogenomics studies. To fully exploit
available pharmacogenomics findings, it is imperative to perform
molecular studies of the associated variants in the appropriate tissues of relevance for the phenotype of interest. Animal models
have been used intensively for studying systemic diseases like hypertension; however, they are not useful for understanding the
biological impact of human genetic variants. An approach for
studying human cells and tissues is needed. To this end, recent
advances in human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology offer an attractive alternative approach.
iPSC technology has been widely pursued since its initial introduction in 2006 by Takahashi and Yamanaka [12] and provides a unique opportunity to evaluate diseases in a “dish”
[13–15]. The technology allows somatic cells, collected from peripheral blood, to be reprogrammed to a stem cell state. With
the appropriate differentiation protocols, these cells can then
be used to generate any cell type of interest. Importantly, patient genomic information is maintained during the reprogramming and differentiation processes. Since its introduction, the
technology has been used to better understand a variety of diseases including neurologic, hepatic, diabetic, and cardiovascular
diseases [14, 15].
Coupling of pharmacogenomics and iPSC technology is still in
its infancy, but in recent years, the technology used to understand
cardiovascular diseases has improved, mainly through the use of
patient iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) [16, 17]. Moretti
et al. [18] used iPSC-CMs to elucidate mutations related to long
QT syndrome; Zhi et al. [19] combined whole-exome sequencing
and iPSC-CMs to study left ventricular hypertrophy, a heritable
predictor for cardiovascular disease in African Americans; and
Lan et al. [20] demonstrated pharmacological restoration of function in iPSC-CMs from patients with inherited cardiomyopathies.
The current study presents the beginning of a major collaborative effort between the PEAR group and the University of Florida Center for Cellular Reprogramming to combine clinical GWAS
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Flow Cytometry Cell Sorting
On day 10 of VSMC differentiation, cells were stained with CD140b
(platelet-derived growth factor receptor b [PDGFR-b]) and CD91
(LRP1) and sorted by double-positive staining (supplemental
online data). Sorting was done with a FACSAria II (BD Biosciences,
San Jose, CA, http://www.bdbiosciences.com). Sorted cells were
plated on collagen type IV-coated dishes and maintained in vascular smooth muscle cell growth media composed of Media 231 (Invitrogen, Life Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and smooth
muscle cell growth supplement (Invitrogen, Life Technologies;
Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Gene Expression

Immunocytochemistry
Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes, permeabilized for 5 minutes in 0.1% Triton-X with 13 phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) solution, then blocked in 10% serum in
0.05% Triton-X with 13 PBS solution for 1 hour in a humid chamber. Cells were incubated in primary antibody at 4°C overnight.
Secondary antibody was added to the cells, away from direct light,
for 1 hour at room temperature. Coverslips were dried overnight,
mounted with a hardset mounting media containing 49,6diamidino-2-phenylindole, and allowed to set for 15 minutes
(supplemental online data).

VSMC Contraction Using Cell Tracker Probes
Differentiated VSMCs were plated in 96-well plates coated with
collagen IV. The following day, cells were tracked with Cell Trace
Oregon Green (Molecular Probes; Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 1:
1,000 dilution in serum-free media for 30 minutes at 37°C and
then changed to full-serum media. Images of the cells before
and after phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 100 mg/ml for
30 minutes, then 60 minutes with no PMA recovery) were taken.
Difference in cell surface area and length were calculated between before and after stimulation using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda,
MD, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).

Quantification of Single-Cell Contractility
VSMCs were sparsely plated onto collagen-coated hydrogels with
fluorescent beads embedded at the surface, as described previously [26], and allowed to attach overnight. Individual cells were
imaged three times at 3200 in fluorescence and phase contrast
(a) while attached to the surface of the gel in normal media
(basal), (b) while attached to the surface after 30 minutes of submersion in 10 ng/ml of endothelin-1 (ET-1) in media, and (c) while
trypsinized to capture the relaxed gel (null).

www.StemCellsTM.com

Each set of three images was aligned and cropped to 272 3
272 mm using ImageJ, and bead movement between basal/null
and ET-1/null was calculated using PIVLab in Matlab (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, http://www.mathworks.com) [27]. The strain energy
generated by each cell contraction was calculated using a Fourier
Transform Traction Cytometry algorithm [28, 29]. The resulting
strain energy values were compared using analysis of variance
with a multicomparison tool in Matlab.

Stimulation of VSMC With Tumor Necrosis Factor a
Cells were plated on collagen type IV-coated 6-well dishes at 1–2
3 105 cells per well. Once cells reached 80%–90% confluence,
the old media was removed and cells were washed with PBS.
Fresh media (1 ml) with or without 30 ng/ml tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, https://www.
rndsystems.com) was added to the cells for 6 hours; RNA was
then collected.

RESULTS
Reprogramming PEAR HTN Patient PBMCs to iPSCs
All patient iPSCs were generated at the University of Florida Center for Cellular Reprogramming, as described previously [15, 30].
To date, our HTN iPSC library consists of iPSC clones derived from
17 patients with varying age, sex, and ethnicity (Table 1). All of the
patients are registered in PEAR pharmacogenomics studies, thus
data are available for genomewide SNP variations as well as clinical responses to antihypertensive drugs. Three different patient
iPSC samples—HTN-9, HTN-11, and HTN-21—were used in this
study. All three iPSCs demonstrated expression of pluripotentspecific nuclear genes OCT4 and Nanog at comparable levels to
human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) (Fig. 1A, 1B). Furthermore,
immunofluorescence analysis confirmed expression of the
pluripotent-specific cell surface marker SSEA4 (Fig. 2C–2E). We
demonstrated previously that the A allele at the rs16960228 SNP
on the PRKCA gene correlated with higher expression of the gene
and greater BP response to hydrochlorothiazide [9]. Patient HTN11_iPSC has G/G at rs16960228, whereas patient HTN-9_iPSC has
A/A. When we investigated three independent iPSC clones each
from patients HTN-11_iPSC and HTN-9_iPSC, they demonstrated
that PRKCA expression was higher in HTN-9_iPSC clones at both
mRNA and protein levels, consistent with our previously published
data [11] (supplemental online Fig. 1). The retention of clinical gene
expression data within iPSCs encouraged us to use the cells for further biological analyses.

Differentiation of HTN Patient iPSCs to VSMCs
iPSCs were differentiated to VSMCs (supplemental online Fig. 2).
Cells were sorted using two cell surface markers, PDRGR-b
(CD140b) and LRP1 (CD91), that are present in both progenitor
and mature VSMCs (Fig. 2A) but not in endothelial (Fig. 2B) or
peripheral blood mononuclear cells [31]. Furthermore, the differentiation protocol demonstrated 99.5% CD43 cells (Fig. 2C),
largely excluding lymphocyte lineages when evaluated at day 10
of differentiation. From the CD43-negative cell population at
day 10 of differentiation, the protocol yielded 82.7%, 74.8%,
and 51.2% CD140b-positive (CD140b+)/CD91+ cells for HTN9_iPSC_1 (HTN-9_VSMC), HTN-11_iPSC (HTN-11_VSMC), and
HTN-21_iPSC (HTN-21_VSMC), respectively (Fig. 2D–2F). The
same protocol with the addition of human recombinant proteins
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RNA was extracted with RNAqueous Total RNA Isolation Kit and DNase treated using Turbo DNA-free (Ambion; Thermo Fisher Scientific). cDNA was made with 4 ml of RNA and the High Capacity
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a C1000 Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, http://www.bio-rad.com). Real-time polymerase
chain reaction on 5 ng/ml of cDNA with 10 nM primer mix was
run using the StepOnePlus system (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific) with SYBER Green. All genes were
normalized to the housekeeping gene GAPDH and were compared
for relative quantitation using the DDCT calculation.
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Table 1. Currently established iPSCs derived from hypertensive patients
at the University of Florida Center for Cellular Reprogramming, with a
variety of patient sex, age, and ethnicity characteristics paired with
genomewide association study data
Age

Sex

Race

HTN-1_iPSC

59

F

Other

HTN-2_iPSC

59

F

Black

HTN-3_iPSC

61

F

White

HTN-5_iPSC

52

M

White

HTN-6_iPSC

51

F

Black

HTN-9_iPSC

44

F

White

HTN-10_iPSC

60

M

Black

HTN-11_iPSC

45

M

White

HTN-12_iPSC

38

M

Black

HTN-13_iPSC

33

F

Black

HTN-14_iPSC

53

F

Black

HTN-16_iPSC

59

F

White

HTN-17_iPSC

65

M

White

HTN-18_iPSC

56

M

White

HTN-19_iPSC

61

F

White

HTN-20_iPSC

55

F

White

HTN-21_iPSC

45

F

White

Abbreviations: F, female; iPSC, induced pluripotent stem cell; M, male.

PDGF-b (10 ng/ml) and transforming growth factor b (10 ng/ml)
yielded similar results, shown with HTN-11_VSMC (supplemental
online Fig. 3); therefore, additional growth factors were not necessary to obtain good differentiation yield.
Furthermore, our protocol has been shown to be highly reproducible by up to three separate researchers, demonstrated
with HTN-11_iPSC (HTN-11_VSMC), yielding 74.8%, 67.6%, and
52.6% CD140b+/CD91+ cells for authors N.M.B., B.B.D., and
N.E.R., respectively (supplemental online Fig. 4). Differentiated,
sorted, and cultured cells exhibited VSMC-like morphology
compared with control primary VSMCs (Fig. 2G–2J) and a demonstrated comparable growth profile (supplemental online
Fig. 5A). Finally, differentiated cells demonstrated the loss of
the pluripotent marker OCT4 and the gain of VSMC receptor
PDGFR-b (supplemental online Fig. 5B, 5C). iPSC-derived
VSMCs were able to be cryopreserved and subsequently cultured, allowing for flexibility and eliminating a large concern
about the use of these cells in future experiments.

Characterization of VSMC Phenotype
iPSC-derived VSMCs (iPSC-VSMCs) express receptor genes involved in vasotone regulation such as the angiotensin II receptor and endothelin receptor (Fig. 3A, 3B). Furthermore, the
cells express genes related to Ca+2 signaling during vasoconstriction, SM22-a, and calmodulin-1 (Fig. 3C, 3D). Finally,
vasoconstriction-related genes smooth muscle myosin heavy
chain (SMMHC), myosin light chain (MLC), and myosin light
chain kinase (MLCK) are also expressed (Fig. 3E–3G). Immunofluorescence demonstrated protein expression of SM22-a, SMMHC,
and MLC (Fig. 3H–3S). These data indicate that iPSC-VSMCs express mRNAs and proteins that are highly specific and relevant
to VSMC functions.

©AlphaMed Press 2015

Figure 1. iPSCs derived from peripheral blood mononuclear cells
of hypertensive patients express pluripotent-specific nuclear genes
OCT4 (A) and Nanog (B); relative mRNA expression compared with
control embryonic stem cells, data from three independent experiments, normalized to housekeeping gene GAPDH. Immunocytochemistry demonstrate iPSC expression of pluripotent cell surface
protein SSEA4 (C–E). Scale bar = 100 mm. Abbreviations: DAPI,
49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; ES, embryonic stem cells; iPSC, induced pluripotent stem cells.

VSMC Contractile Function
In order to further demonstrate the function of iPSC-VSMCs, we
next examined their contractility responses. This study demonstrates two different methods of evaluating VSMC contraction
to a chemical stimulus, PMA, or to a physiological stimulus,
ET-1. PMA (100 ng/ml) stimulation resulted in contraction of
cells as measured by a change in cell surface area before and after PMA (Fig. 4A, 4B). Compared with basal conditions before
PMA stimulation, human umbilical arterial smooth muscle cell
(HUASMC) area decreased by 11% (n = 10) (Fig. 4C), HTN9_VSMC decreased by 23.3% (n = 16) (Fig. 4D), HTN-11_VSMC
decreased by 23.2% (n = 16) (Fig. 4E), and HTN-21_VSMC decreased by 29.8% (n = 12) (Fig. 4F).
Because chemical activation of VSMC contraction may not
demonstrate a physiologically relevant response, we also examined VSMC response to ET-1. To quantify contractile function,
we used a sensitive traction force microscopy assay to evaluate
the response of VSMCs to ET-1 (10 ng/ml). The strain energy that
VSMCs placed on the beaded gel was measured at base line (no
S TEM C ELLS T RANSLATIONAL M EDICINE
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stimulation with ET-1) (Fig. 5A, 5B) and in the presence of ET-1
(Fig. 5C, 5D). Results showed that in all cell lines, the strain
energy increased, hence the cells contracted in the presence
of ET-1 compared with basal. The mean strain energy increased by 1.1-fold in HUASMCs (n = 21) (Fig. 5E), by 1.9-fold
in HTN-9_VSMC (n = 20) (Fig. 5F), by 2.0-fold in HTN-11_VSMC
(n = 13) (Fig. 5G) and by 1.36-fold in HTN-21_VSMC (n = 20)
(Fig. 5H).

VSMC Response to Inflammatory Signaling
Hypertension has been linked to inflammation and atherosclerosis [32, 33]. Macrophage-VSMC interaction through fractalkine
(CX3CL1)/CX3CR1 in atherosclerosis has been well documented
[33–35]. Because such signaling pathways are also likely to be present in HTN, the feasibility of demonstrating responses to such
signaling pathways is important.
The three different iPSC-VSMCs were exposed to 6 hours of
stimulation with 30 ng/ml TNF-a, which is normally secreted
from macrophages. TNF-a stimulation led to a mean increase
in the CX3CL1 gene expression by 43.9-fold (HUASMCs), 23.2fold (HTN-9_VSMC), 3.6-fold (HTN-11_VSMC), and 11.3-fold
(HTN-21_VSMC) (Fig. 6A) and a mean increase in MMP9 gene
expression by 7.41-fold (HUASMC), 8.5-fold (HTN-9_VSMC),

www.StemCellsTM.com

7.4-fold (HTN-11_VSMC) and 8.7-fold (HTN-21_VSMC) (Fig.
6B) compared with cells that did not receive TNF-a.

DISCUSSION
Hypertension is a major health burden in the U.S. and the
world, putting patients at higher risk for cardiovascular and
kidney disease if untreated. Treatment of HTN is largely empirical, and the current treatment approaches are suboptimal;
therefore, the field needs better ways to select therapy from
existing medications and discovery of new therapeutics to advance patient care. Studies in HTN pharmacogenomics seek to
uncover genetic determinants of variable response that might
be translated into genetically guided clinical care. In addition,
hypertension pharmacogenomics studies can provide insights
into mechanism of drug effect and lead to identification of
novel drug targets; however, accomplishing these latter goals
requires a relevant human system for studying biophysiological effects.
Studying the vasculature, specifically, the contractile vascular smooth muscle cells of the vasculature, could reveal significant biological effects of GWAS-identified SNPs, for example, in
patient drug response; however, obtaining vascular cells from
individual patients and culturing them in the laboratory is

©AlphaMed Press 2015
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Figure 2. iPSC-derived VSMCs (iPSC-VSMCs) were sorted by flow cytometry for CD91-positive (CD91+)/CD140b+ markers for VSMC populations.
Cells were analyzed between passages 2 and 4. CD91+/CD140b+ cells are specific markers for VSMCs (A) and not ECs (B), as demonstrated with
primary control cells HUASMC and HUVEC, respectively. The iPSC-VSMC differentiation protocol excluded CD43+ lymphocyte populations, as demonstrated with HTN-11_VSMC sorting (C) and produced a high percentage of the VSMC population in all three iPSC lines (D–F). Differentiated,
sorted, and cultured iPSC-VSMCs showed VSMC morphology compared with control cells (G–J). Scale bar = 100 mm. Data are from three independent experiments. Abbreviations: HUASMC, human umbilical arterial smooth muscle cells; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells; iPSC,
induced pluripotent stem cell; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell.
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Figure 3. iPSC-derived VSMCs expressed vasoconstriction-relevant receptor genes angiotensin II receptor (A), and endothelin receptor type A (B)
as well as Ca+2 binding genes SM22a (C) and calmodulin-1 (D). Furthermore, the cells expressed genes involved in contraction; SMMHC (E), MLC (F),
and MLCK (G); data from three independent experiments were normalized to housekeeping gene GAPDH. Immunofluorescence demonstrates
protein expression of SM22-a (H–K), SMMHC (L–O), and MLC (P–S). Scale bar = 46 mm. Abbreviations: ATR1, angiotensin II receptor; Calm-1, calmodulin-1; ETA, endothelin receptor type A; HUASMC, human umbilical arterial smooth muscle cells; MLC, myosin light chain; MLCK, myosin light
chain kinase; SMMHC, smooth muscle myosin heavy chain.
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difficult. Induced pluripotent stem cell technology provides a
unique opportunity to study individual patient genetics in the
laboratory with the use of iPSCs and subsequent differentiation
to VSMCs.
Several efforts have been made to establish differentiation
protocols for VSMCs from iPSCs. Sone et al. [36] and Taura
et al. [37] demonstrated the differentiation of hESCs and iPSCs,
respectively, to vascular cells (endothelial and smooth muscle);
however, they lacked demonstration of the functionality of these
cells. Park et al. showed the differentiation of iPSCs to CD34+ progenitor cells and demonstrated a contractile response of iPSCVSMCs to carbachol, an agonist for the acetylcholine receptor
[38]. Subsequently, Lee et al. showed the ability to differentiate
patient artery smooth muscle cells to iPSCs and then differentiate
the iPSCs to VSMCs, demonstrating the similarity to the parent
cells and contractile function in response to carbachol and

www.StemCellsTM.com

angiotensin II [39]. Finally, Xie et al. established feasible iPSCto-VSMC culturing on nanofibrous scaffolding for tissue engineering [40].
Although patient iPSCs have been proposed to decode biological significance of identified SNPs, no comprehensive approach
has been developed to date in the field of hypertension pharmacogenomics. The present study establishes, for the first time, multiple iPSC clones from a hypertensive pharmacogenomics cohort
for this purpose. As we have shown in this study with one particular SNP, such a library could be used to determine SNP-gene expression relationships. We envision an iPSC library from 50 HTN
patients as a reasonable goal to start. Using such a library, we
would be able to identify approximately 5 persons who are carriers of a particular SNP in the heterozygous state of minor allele
frequency of 5% (supplemental online Table 1). iPSCs derived
from those persons could be compared with controls without
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Figure 4. Contraction to the chemical stimulator PMA was measured by the change in cell surface area before (A) and after (B) PMA, analyzed
with ImageJ. Scale bar = 100 mm. PMA (100 ng/ml) challenge resulted in contraction of the cells and thus decrease in the cell surface area in
HUASMC (C), HTN-9_VSMC (D), HTN-11_VSMC (E), and HTN-21_VSMC (F). Abbreviations: HUASMC, human umbilical arterial smooth muscle
cells; PMA, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cells.
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Figure 5. Contraction to the vasoconstrictor ET-1 (10 ng/ml) was measured as a change in strain energy. Cells were plated on soft gel with embedded
fluorescent beads (A, C), and the change in cell contractile strain energy generated in basal (A, B) and stimulated (C, D) states was calculated. Scale bar =
50 mm. HUASMC (E), HTN-9_VSMC (F), HTN-11_VSMC (G), and HTN-21_VSMC (H) all showed increased strain energy in the ET-1-stimulated state compared with basal. Abbreviations: ET-1, endothelin-1; HUASMC, human umbilical arterial smooth muscle cells; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cells.

the SNP. Moreover, we envision that such a library would also be
useful in combination with gene-targeting technologies. Starting
from SNP-heterozygous iPSCs, we could establish hemizygous

©AlphaMed Press 2015

iPSCs by targeting one allele using CRISPR/Cas9. In this manner,
we would be able to establish isogenic iPSCs with the wild-type
or variant genotype, providing a better chance of analyzing more
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genuine effects caused by the SNP difference. Altering a single nucleotide at a SNP using gene editing is an option; however, cloning
of iPSCs without drug selection is technically challenging and requires more rigorous effort and thus may not be suitable or very
practical for a large number of SNP variation studies.
In order to effectively use the iPSC library, especially in such a
large research initiative, it is imperative to have a simple yet robust and highly reproducible protocol for HTN-relevant cell
types. Furthermore, differentiated cells must not only demonstrate the appropriate phenotype but also function in a
disease-relevant manner. Finally, researchers need the ability
to culture and expand these cells for substantial periods of time
because laboratory experiments are conducted over months and
years [15]. Simplicity and reproducibility of the iPSC differentiation protocol is imperative if non-stem cell laboratories are to use
this technology for their research. The present study demonstrated in 3 independent iPSC lines, originally from 3 participants
with HTN in a PEAR study, that VSMCs can be differentiated with
a simple 2-step method using commercially available reagents
with high efficiency for .50% of the VSMC population. The
method has been shown to be highly reproducible not only by
one researcher but by three.
All three iPSC-VSMCs show expression of VSMC-specific and
HTN-relevant genes. The cells express both angiotensin II receptor and endothelin-1 receptor type A, receptors for two potent
vasoconstrictors essential for future drug-response studies. During vasoconstriction, calcium signaling is observed, and common
proteins such as SM22-a and calmodulin-1 are involved [41, 42].
Consequently, the expression of these genes in iPSC-VSMCs
would be ideal; the present study showed that all three iPSCderived cells expressed both of these genes and demonstrated
the protein expression of SM22-a via immunofluorescence. Finally, vascular contraction involves the interplay among myosin
light chain, myosin light chain kinase, and smooth muscle myosin
heavy chain [42, 43]; iPSC-VSMCs showed relevant gene and protein expression of these factors.
In order to truly bridge GWASs and mechanistic understanding using iPSC technology, it is essential to be able to quantitate
functions of the differentiated cell types responding to physiological and pharmacological reagents. Vascular smooth muscle cell

www.StemCellsTM.com

contraction will be important for drug-response studies, whereas
inflammatory responses will play a role in RHTN and discovery of
novel therapeutics. VSMC contraction to chemical (PMA) or physiological (ET-1) stimulus was nicely demonstrated in all three iPSCVSMC lines. Our methods, including traction force microscopy
(TFM) used to quantify cell forces, are appropriate for functional
assessment of iPSC-VSMCs for many disease models. The greatest
weakness of TFM is custom-made polyacrylamide gels, the fabrication and characterization of which will likely vary from laboratory to laboratory. Relative changes in cell response reported for
TFM should be consistent, although a 384-well implementation of
TFM has been demonstrated [44], suggesting potential for highthroughput screening-compatible substrates in the future.
In addition to contractile function, all three cell lines demonstrated a tremendous response to inflammatory stimulus TNF-a
by upregulation of two separate genes, CX3CL1 and MMP9, factors that have been shown to be significant in atherosclerotic settings [33]. Finally, the cells can be cultured, cryopreserved, and
recultured from frozen stocks with the maintenance of all genes
and functional responses, thereby providing a robust and longterm supply of cells on differentiation.
We are fully aware that the present study is only an initial step
for a large research initiative using iPSC technologies to advance
HTN pharmacogenomics. Multicellular interaction studies and
drug responses therein will be crucial next steps to validate the
usefulness of the system. Establishing an isogenic cellular system
by gene editing is another critical method to minimize clonal variations. Individual genetic variants may not be sufficient for producing in vitro differences, and studying combined effects of
multiple SNPs plus environmental effects may become vital.
We strongly believe, however, that it is essential to share ideas,
protocols, and materials among research communities, even at
early stages, to facilitate this challenging but highly important
field of study in the era of personal genomics.

CONCLUSION
Based on what we learned through the present study, we present
a summary of the envisioned roadmap needed to advance HTN
pharmacogenomics using iPSCs: (a) develop and expand an iPSC
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Figure 6. Cells stimulated with TNF-a led to an increase in both gene expression of CX3CL1 (A) and MMP9 (B) compared with cells that did not
receive TNF-a. Data from three independent experiments were normalized to housekeeping gene GAPDH. Abbreviations: HUASMC, human
umbilical arterial smooth muscle cells; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor a; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cells.
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bank from an HTN pharmacogenomics cohort; (b) validate protocols for efficient differentiation of HTN-relevant cell types from
iPSCs; (c) validate sensitive, reproducible, robust, and highthroughput assays using the differentiated cells for pharmacogenomics studies; (d) develop an isogenic cellular system using gene
editing; (e) develop cell reference lines that are widely available
commercially; and (f) develop a consortia-based model that motivates donation, participation, and membership toward advancing HTN pharmacogenomics.
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